Add a new SECTION in DIVISION 800:

TWORKS SIGNS

1.0 DESCRIPTION

Provide, erect, and maintain the TWorks sign assembly as shown in the Contract Documents. Erect and maintain the TWorks Sign Assembly (Install Only) as shown in the Contract Documents. Relocate the TWorks Sign Assembly and TWorks Sign Assembly (Install Only) when required by the Engineer.

BID ITEMS                    UNITS
TWorks Sign Assembly          Each
TWorks Sign Assembly (Install Only)  Each

2.0 MATERIALS

Provide materials as shown in the Contract Documents that comply with the following requirements.

Reflective Sheeting ...............................................................DIVISION 2200

The size, shape, color and placement of the signs shall comply with the details shown in the Contract Documents and the most recent edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) adopted by the Secretary. The size and layout of the sign message shall comply with the Contract Documents.

3.0 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

a. TWorks Sign Assembly. TWorks Sign Assemblies are signs whose legends are specific to the TWorks Program type and the project’s scheduled completion date for which they are fabricated. These signs will be designated in the Contract Documents.

Provide and erect TWorks Sign Assembly as shown in the Contract Documents, unless directed otherwise by the Engineer. Provide all other material such as posts, hardware, etc. to install the sign according to the Contract Documents. At all times during the progress or temporary suspension of work maintain suitable signs as shown in the Contract Documents.

These signs are to remain in place after completion of the project and will become the property of the Kansas Department of Transportation or the Local Project Authority (LPA) that is the project owner.

b. TWorks Sign Assembly (Install Only). KDOT will furnish the Kansas Department of Transportation signs (TWorks sign 1 or 4) and the TWorks signs (TWorks sign 2 or 5) and may furnish the Project Information sign (TWorks sign 3 or 6).

Provide the Project Information TWorks signs showing the type of project and completion date (TWorks sign 3 or 6). Overlay panels made on 0.40 inch aluminum blanks may be riveted onto the existing Project Info sign (TWorks sign 3 or 6) in lieu of providing a new sign, with the Engineer’s approval. Provide all other material such as posts, hardware, etc. to install the sign according to the Contract Documents.

Erect the TWorks Sign Assembly as shown in the Contract Documents, unless directed otherwise by the Engineer. At all times during the progress or temporary suspension of work maintain suitable signs as shown in the Contract Documents.

These signs are to remain in place after completion of the project and will remain the property of KDOT or the Local Project Authority (LPA) that furnished the sign. Repair or replace any TWorks signs damaged due to Contractor’s negligence.

4.0 MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT

The Engineer will measure each TWorks Sign Assembly and TWorks Sign Assembly (Install Only). No additional measurement will be made for relocating, repairing or maintaining the signs.

Payment for "TWorks Sign Assembly" and "TWorks Sign Assembly (Install Only)" is full compensation for the specified work.
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